PRESS RELEASE
Boulogne, November 18, 2013

THE COLAS GROUP WILL BE PRESENT AT THE
EXHIBITION FOR FRENCH MAYORS AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES
FROM NOVEMBER 19 TO 21, 2013

Paris Parc des Expositions at the Porte de Versailles
Hall 2.2 Booth A34 (Colas, Smac)
Hall 3 Booth 28 (Aximum)
During the Exhibition for French Mayors and Local Authorities held at the Paris Parc des Expositions
from November 19 to 21, 2012, the Group will present its road and urban development products,
processes and equipment designed to:


preserve pavement: Colbifibre® (reinforced crack-resistant structure combining a surface
dressing and a micro surfacing), Compomac® (storable cold mix), Colmat® (micro surfacing) ;



improve safety: Rugosoft® (optimized asphalt mix with heavy-duty, safety-enhancing skid
resistance), Rugocompact® (compact, rough, high grip asphalt mix), Scintiflex® (sparkling
surfacing to help differentiate zones), Colclair® (colored surfacing to materialize hazardous areas);



preserve the environment and reuse resources: Valorcol® and Novacol® (retreatment,
recycling, reclaiming pavement), 3E® asphalt mix and 3E®+R (asphalt mix manufactured and
applied at low temperature), Vegecol® (mix made with plant-based binder);



make for a better living environment: Nanosoft® (noise-reducing asphalt mix that absorbs
vehicle noise), Scintiflex® (asphalt mix containing crushed mirror glass that reflects light),
Colclair® (colored surfacing), Sacerlift® (process to renovate and preserve mineral surfaces).

In the field of road safety and signaling, Aximum will present several solutions designed to regulate
traffic, optimize parking, protect users, and control speed: multi-media access management systems,
pay-to-park equipment, speed cushions, guardrails, signaling, road marking, traffic signs, and police
signs.
Smac will also be present at the Colas booth to highlight their expertise in the fields of waterproofing,
roofing-siding, and mastic asphalt.

The Colas Group (www.colas.com)
Colas is a world leader in the construction and maintenance of transport infrastructure.
With 63,000 employees in 50 countries on five continents, the Group performs 100,000
projects each year via 800 works centers and 1,400 materials production sites.
In 2012, Colas posted consolidated revenue at 13 billion euros (of which 44% outside of
France) with net profit attributable to the Group at 302 million euros.

For further information : Ms. Delphine Lombard (tel. : 33 1 47 61 76 17) delphine.lombard@colas.com

